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EDITORIAL

Dear Steiff friends,
The response to our members’ survey in February was a resounding success. First of all, my
warmest thanks to everyone who took part. The results of the survey were not available as
we went to press. However, we expect them to be representative, and we will publish them
in the August issue, when we will also publish the names of the winners of the 10 prizes.
Now to our latest edition. The highlight is the Teddy bear on the cover page. He belongs
to the Margarete Steiff Edition series, which after a break lasting a number of years
continued last year with Teddy bear “Franz”. However, for various reasons the item was
not distributed through the same channels as the earlier models. So it gives me particular
pleasure that we are able to present the new edition to you exclusively this year, and with
a pre-purchase right. Despite the very low number issued, we are returning to the proven
processing method used in previous years. Find out more about Teddy bear Fritz on pages
6 to 9, and just how you can obtain this fabulous bear – who has a more than unusual
accessory.
We also take a journey back in time and through the 135-year history of the Steiff company,
to introduce you to the most diverse products. Of course, we also provide you with
information on the latest exhibitions and events. And perhaps our article on the refurbished
Steiff Museum or the look at the Steiff special auction will persuade you to visit us at
the Steiff Summer from 3 to 5 July. I for one
would be delighted to see as many of you as
possible in Giengen.
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Until then I remain, as always,
Yours,

INGE ZINNECKER
Steiff Club Manager
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NEWS

Special items
UK / USA

Pooh

Mrs Brown bent down.
“You’re a very small bear,” she said.
The bear puffed out its chest.
“I’m a very rare sort of bear,” he replied importantly.
“There aren’t many of us left where I come from.”
“And where is that?” asked Mrs Brown.
The bear looked round carefully before replying.
“Darkest Peru. I’m not really supposed to be here at all.
I’m a stowaway!”
“A stowaway?”
“Yes,” said the bear. “I emigrated, you know.
I used to live with my Aunt Lucy in Peru,
but she had to go into a home for retired bears.”

Everyone knows that bears love
honey. But no bear loves “hunny”
more than Winnie the Pooh!

Michael Bond based Paddington Bear on a lonely Teddy
bear he noticed on a shelf in a London store on Christmas
Eve 1956, which he bought as a present for his wife. The bear
inspired Bond to write a story; A Bear Called Paddington
- first published on 13 October 1958. Little could he have
known then how many people from around the
world would come to know, love and adore
his small bear from darkest Peru.
Paddington Bear™
© Paddington and
Company Ltd/
Studiocanal S.A. 2015
Licensed on behalf of
Studiocanal S.A. by
Copyrights Group.

Today, the adventures of Paddington
Bear continue to captivate both young
and old around the world. His huge
popularity has recently propelled him
on to the big screen making Paddington
a famous film star now! Not only that ...
He has BAFTA nominations!
This delicious little
Paddington is exclusive
to the UK and USA.
He follows extremely
proudly behind the
hugely successful paw
prints of his big brother,
last year’s enormously popular
Paddington.
(Item no. 664892, 17 cm,
Limited Edition of 4,000 pieces)
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UK / Ireland / USA

Paddington Bear

with

“ h u nn y ” O rn a m e n t

A.A. Milne’s Pooh is sewn from
honey-coloured mohair (of
course) and holds a resin
“hunny” pot between his
paws. The ornament is
fitted with a satin ribbon.
(Item no. 682933, 10 cm,
Limited Edition of
2.015 pieces)

©Disney Based on the
“Winnie the Pooh”
works by A.A. Milne
and E.H. Shepard.

NEWS

UK / Ireland / USA

The

sound of

Music Teddy

It’s hard to believe that it’s been 50 years since the release
of the ever-popular film “The Sound of Music.” But 2015
marks the golden anniversary of this landmark production.
To celebrate this special occasion, we’re pleased to bring
you “The Sound of Music” Teddy bear from Steiff,
officially licensed by Rodgers and Hammerstein. Sewn
from alpine white mohair, the bear wears Maria’s costume
from the famous mountain-top opening scene.
Naturally, we´ve added a music box that plays the film’s
legendary title song. Even though a half-century has
passed, the hills are still alive with “The Sound of Music”.
And it’s still the happiest sound in all the world!
(Item no. 682919, 31 cm, Limited Edition of 1,965 pieces)

USA

T h e G r e at A m e r i c a n
Teddy bear
Although the world´s first Teddy bear traces its roots to
Giengen, Germany in 1902, this iconic toy definitely also
has an American pedigree. As every arctophile knows, the
Teddy bear was named after Theodore “Teddy” Roosevelt,
the U.S. President who served from 1901 through 1909.
As the legend goes, Roosevelt was on a hunting expedition
to Mississippi when he refused to shoot a bear cub that
had been captured for him to kill. Newspaper cartoons
made “Teddy´s bear” famous, and the rest is history!
In honour of this beloved leader and his
namesake, Steiff is pleased to
present “The Great American
Teddy bear,” paying tribute to
the Teddy´s proud heritage.
He wears a replica of an original
T.R. campaign button, antiqued
red, white, and blue bow tie, and
is a “must-have” addition to every
Steiff or Teddy bear collection.
(Item no. 682612, 30 cm,
Limited Edition of
1,500 pieces)

HOW TO REACH THE STEIFF CLUB IN NORTH AMERICA:
Steiff North America, Carolyn Smith, Club Administrator tel.: +1 401 312-0080, e-mail: carolyn@steiffusa.com

HOW TO REACH THE STEIFF CLUB IN THE UK:
Leyla Maniera, Margarete Steiff UK, Astra House, The Common, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 8RZ,
tel.: +44 (0) 1483 266643, fax: +44 (0) 1483 266650, e-mail: leyla.maniera@steiff.com
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Symbol of the
company’s 135-year
history and of the story
of Margarete Steiff, her
brother and his six sons:
the Margarete Steiff
Edition 2015, Teddy
bear “Fritz” with the
anniversary plate.
A dark green mohair
plush with bright,
light tips provide the
bear and its accessories with an exclusive
appearance.

Another reason to celebrate
Only 135 Club members will get the opportunity to own the Margarete Steiff Edition.

As Margarete Steiff GmbH celebrates 135 years in business, collectors have
much to celebrate as well! In addition to producing a number of special
selections for 2015, including the charming 135 Year Jubilee Teddy bear, the
Company is also issuing a brand new Margarete Steiff Edition in honour
of this historic milestone. As collectors know well, these editions are truly
works of art and the finest and most exclusive modern Steiff items available
today. Starting with Teddy bear “Flowers” in 2004, the company has
produced a total of nine of these zenith editions. All are characterized by
extraordinary fabrics, exquisite designs and detailing, custom accessories,
and unique IDs including a stainless steel “MS” button and a silver
embroidered jacquard fabric ear tag.
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For 2015, the Margarete Steiff Edition is “Fritz,” a 50 cm
fully jointed Teddy bear with a distinctly traditional form.
He is made from breathtaking dark green tipped Schulte
mohair that was commissioned exclusively for this project.
When light hits his woollen surface, it simply glows and
gives him a most distinguished appearance. This handsome
bear is detailed with felt paw pads, a shaved muzzle, a
nose cast from pewter, hand made glass eyes, a growler
and matching silver coloured embroidery on his claws and
mouth.

To celebrate these profoundly
important family contributions,
Teddy bear Fritz holds an
anniversary plate ...
Like his predecessor Franz, the design inspiration for Fritz
was based on the remarkable history of the Steiff Company.
The bear itself was named for Margarete’s brother, Fritz
Steiff, who was instrumental in helping his sister grow her
fledging felt company to a world-class toy manufacturer at

the turn of last century. And it is interesting, and important
to note that it was Fritz’s son, Franz, who invented the
button-in-ear trademark in 1904.
To celebrate these profoundly important family
contributions, Teddy bear Fritz holds an anniversary
The plate was made in
co-operation with the
manufacturer Peter
de Vries of Hamburg
using an old, patented
technique. It is notable
for the use of felt as the
material, the elephant
and a selection of
12 Steiff buttons as
milestones in the Steiff
brand development.
The buttons were
reproduced s pecifically
for the Margarete
Steiff Edition, and are
applied to the plate in
chronological order.
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Left:
Peter de Vries pressing
the felt in a heated
aluminium tool.
Right:
The miniaturist
Günther Saller and
Steiff have been
working together for
many years. For the
Margarete Steiff
Edition Teddy bear
“Fritz”, they produced
the cast tin nose, the
historic Steiff buttons
and the elephant
template for the felt
plate, the product of
Günther Saller’s skilled
craftsmanship.
Günther Saller carving
the basic shape of the
elephant.

Steiff Schulte
produces exclusive
plush creations
in an extensive
manufacturing process
in close co-operation
with Steiff’s designers.
The picture on the right
shows the quality of the
weave being inspected
and assessed in the
backlight test.

plate that is decorated with 12 historic Steiff buttons from the years 1904 through 2014 - which are presented
in chronological order. These buttons were reproduced
especially for this Margarete Steiff Edition. And the plate,
which features an embossed elephant, was produced
using an all-but-forgotten Steiff patent from the 1930’s.
This technology allowed the production of seamless doll
faces, replacing the company’s traditional center-seam
constructed dolls that had been a mainstay in the product
offering since the very early 1900’s. The Steiff design team
partnered with felt expert and hat maker Peter de Vries
from Hamburg, Germany to help bring this plate idea
from concept to collector’s reality.
The 2015 Margarete Steiff Edition Fritz Teddy bear is being
produced in a highly collectible edition size of only 135
pieces total. As such, he is available only to Steiff Club
members, and only through a worldwide lottery. Please see
how to order on page 9.
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Don’t miss this remarkable, once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to own this Teddy bear treasure that represents
the absolute pinnacle of Steiff’s legacy, design, creativity,
and manufacturing expertise.

CLU B N E W S

How to order Teddy bear “Fritz”

This limited edition of just 135 bears is available exclusively to our Club members.
With this magazine, each Club member will receive an
order coupon, which should be sent directly to the Steiff
Club in Giengen (members in the USA are asked to send
their orders to the Steiff Club address in Lincoln).
The closing date for orders is 15th August. Only original
coupons will be accepted and delivery will be exclusively
through the Club store named on the order form.

Orders which do not include details of a Club store will
not be processed.
If more than 135 orders are received, a draw will take place
after the closing date to decide how to allocate the articles.
All the members whose order can be fulfilled will be
notified by 15 September.

The original drawing
for the Margarete Steiff
Edition 2015.
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Celebrating 135 years
Part 2: The time after World War II.

This is the second half of an article on the design highlights and
trends at Margarete Steiff GmbH in honour of the company’s 135
year anniversary. The first half appeared in the February, 2015
issue of this magazine.

Jackie,
the jubilee
Teddy bear of 1953.

Far right:
Zottys and an
Original Teddy frolic
with Mecki and Micki
in this catalogue shot
from the 1950’s.

1950-1960 era
The early post-war period was among the most prolific
design-wise in the company’s history. Steiff wasted no time
in reestablishing itself as a leader in the soft toy industry,
and by the early 1950’s
had already introduced
several new patterns that
would become long time
collector’s
favourites.
These included an updated
“Original Teddy bear”
design, a super-fuzzy bear
named Zotty, the beloved
fully jointed Niki rabbit, and
Jackie, designed in honour
of the 50th anniversary of the
Teddy bear in 1953. In 1950,
the first documented special edition - a 40 cm silk plush
and felt trout - was produced and sold at high end retailers
in the United States like FAO Schwarz. Debuting in 1951
were Mecki and Micki, the Hoerzu dressed hedgehog
mascots. Steiff was granted the exclusive licensing rights
to produce these dolls, and they have been a mainstay in
the line to this day. They are considered the “royal couple”
for Steiff and old friends to many Germans who grew up
in the 1950’s and 1960’s.

Nicki rabbit,
circa 1951, leads a
parade with a bunny
who’s getting a helping
hand from Mecki.
Pocket pets of the 1950’s:
Dally the Dalmatian
and Peky the Pekingese.

Toys leaving the factory through the early 1950’s were
required to have a white linen “US Zone” tag sewn in an
arm or leg seam, which later proved very helpful in dating
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items. These are frequently seen on the company’s tiny
dogs and cats, which were very popular items at the time.
A little after the end of WWII, Steiff started to produce a
large number of smaller, beautifully detailed animals for
export. Many of these were also dogs and cats, as these
have always been “best sellers” for the company. These
new patterns helped build Steiff’s popularity worldwide
as soldiers returning home from the war in Europe often
brought these “toys” back home as gifts and souvenirs
of their time abroad. After all, they didn’t take up too
much room in standard issue G.I. duffle bag – most even
could fit in a coat pocket. These beloved “pocket pets”
included Dally the Dalmatian, Peky the Pekingese, Snobby
the Poodle, Gussy the Young Kitty, and Floppy Kitty, a
sleeping style cat, among others.

1960-1970 era
During this period, Steiff focused on
building on the momentum of the previous
decade. The company continued to grow
their business with long time global
partners. As a result of these relationships,
collectors were treated with a number of
iconic period items including the original
Walt Disney four-character Jungle Book
collection, consisting of King Louie,
Baloo Bear, Baby Hathi, and Shere Khan,
and FAO Schwarz’s “City Mouse” and
“Country Mouse” house playsets. Steiff
also produced a number of “functional”
household items in the 1960’s; these
included a series of “racker” animals
(designed for cuddling up to on the floor

STEIFF INSIDE

while watching TV) and footstools. Part of
the business strategy of the ‘60’s included
building up the children’s play line. Many
new washable, softly stuffed products were
introduced around this time; these were
jolly, more comically designed items clearly
made more for play than collecting. These
included “cosy” versions of many popular
designs, including bears, dogs, cats, foxes,
rabbits, and even skunks! These selections
were often made from dralon, a synthetic,
durable plush.

The 1960’s were also an adventurous time at Steiff, with the
company experimenting with numerous new materials and
unconventional toy designs. Many collectors are familiar
with Steiff’s strange and wonderful lizards, lobsters, bats,
and snails from this period. These were extraordinary for
a number of reasons, including their range of materials
(including pipe cleaners, plastic sheeting, artificial
leather and rubber), scale of design, relative durability,
and universal appeal. Many collectors feel these “creepy
crawlers” are amongst the most desirable items produced
by the company post WWII.
1970-1980 era
The 1970’s were somewhat challenging times at Steiff, with
much competition in the plush market from all over the

Left:
A gorilla has a close
encounter with two
snails in this shot from
the 1960’s.
The velvet lobsters were
distinguished by their
elaborate painting.
Below left:
Dralon Teddy Petsys
from the 1970’s.

world, especially Asia. As a
result, the company actively
was looking for ways to trim
costs and stay competitive,
including outsourcing the
manufacture of some of
their items. As a result,
Steiff toys produced during
this period are frequently
made from less expensive
materials including trevera
velvet, synthetic woven fur,
dralon, crylor, and other
man-made fabrics. Some
dolls and animals also had
plastic or rubber heads
to save on production
expenses. Steiff items from
the 1970’s also tended to
have fewer joints, were softly
(not excelsior) stuffed,
and had more airbrushing
than stitching finishing;
all of these factors helped
simplify production and
save manufacturing time resulting in lower cost items. Unfortunately, due to these
quality, design, and material issues, Steiff items from this
period are usually not a priority for collectors.
A representative example of typical 1970’s era Steiff design
was the company’s series of “Buzzel” items. These were
produced overall from 1971 through 1978 in sizes up to
28 cm. Each had a simple, “bowling pin” shaped body,

Above right:
These hand puppets may
have been made from
less expensive synthetic
materials, but that
did not diminish their
charm.
Dressed in dapper
winter wear, a cat
and a rabbit prepare
to hit the slopes in this
catalogue photograph
from the 1970’s.

Assy donkey from 1972,
made of dralon.
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unjointed head, and symbolic, if any, limbs. They were
made from dralon and stuffed with pre-formed foam. The
company produced these low-cost novelties in the form of
a bear, dog, cat, rabbit, duck, rooster, hen, owl, Santa, and
a good luck mascot.
1980-2000 era
Starting in the early 1980’s, the company began looking
back at its nearly century long track record of successful
design and innovation for new product ideas. The first,
and very successful result of those efforts was the launch
of “Papa” bear in 1980. This 43 cm fully jointed blonde
mohair bear, produced in a worldwide edition size of
11,000, was produced to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
the Steiff Company. Then just one year later, in 1981, Steiff
The original “Papa”
bear sits below a
Richard Steiff replica.
These two early limited
editions paved the way
for decades of pieces
produced especially for
collectors.

The famous “Margaret
Strong” bears from the
1980's came in a variety
of shades and sizes.
Far right:
Special blue Teddy
Baby from 1992.
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introduced its Mama and Baby Set 1903, from 1981. Like
Papa, both were five ways jointed and are made from long
blond mohair. They were joined together via an orange
ribbon imprinted with “Margarete Steiff Ltd. Edition
Knopf im Ohr” across the front. The set was produced in
an edition size of 8,000 pieces.
The success these two limited edition, replica-themed
collectibles truly opened the floodgates for Steiff’s
production for the next two decades. Through 2000, the
company lovingly replicated hundreds of beloved, vintage
designs for collectors - making the seemingly unobtainable
and unaffordable within reach of most enthusiasts. The
most popular replica-style items from this period included
the 32 cm grey Richard Steiff bear from 1983; the 34 cm
Dickey Bear Replica from 1985 through 1988; the 32 cm
Teddy Clown Replica from 1986; and the 25 and 41 cm
Teddy Rose Replica, among others.
Other button-in-ear favourites from the mid-1980’s
include a series of “Margaret Strong” bears and a number
of Steiff/Suzanne Gibson collaborations, produced by
Reeves International.
The 1990’s also were a decade of limited editions, with Steiff
producing many specialty dressed or accessorized bears both for regular sales as well as for organizations, high end
retailers, and country exclusives. Christmas became much
more of a priority, with the company launching a series
of limited edition annual
holiday ornaments in 1996.
And of course, the Steiff
Club’s editions, produced
annually from 1992, have
been highlights for anyone
involved in the company’s
collector’s organization.
2000- today
The turn of the 21st century
brought the once in a
lifetime opportunity to
celebrate 100 years of Steiff
bears in 2002. Steiff took
full advantage of this special
anniversary and produced
several unique editions in
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honour of this
centenary. These
included a 44 cm
blonde “Jubilee Teddy bear”;
a 27 cm Anniversary
Teddy bear in brass,
light blonde, and
cinnamon; and a 25 cm
Teddy bear that came
with the book “100 Years
Steiff Teddy bears.”
This year-long focus on the history
of Steiff’s bears in 2002 was truly energizing and helped
refocus the company on its core competency of designing
and producing the world’s finest bears. It also helped to
establish partnerships with other global luxury brands,
including Swarovski and LLadró. These relationships have
resulted in beloved co-branded treasures including 2004’s
Daniel, a 25 cm Steiff bear wearing a Swarovski button in
ear and the crystal company’s annual holiday ornament,
and 2010’s 28 cm “Four Seasons” bears featuring delicate,
seasonally inspired and coloured Lladró porcelain crowns.
Since the early 2000’s the company has also focused on the
stories and emotions that often accompany their products
- real stories about real bears and the people who own,
or owned them. For example, in 2006, Steiff replicated
and told the story of Horace, the Longfellow Bear, a
1904 Ted belonging to the granddaughter of poet
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. And
in 2010 the company replicated
and told the story of Teddy
Blum, a well traveled 1932
Ted belonging to a lifelong
Steiff collector.

These historically interesting
bears continue to have a
special appeal to collectors
who truly understand that
Steiff’s items are, and have
always been, Friends for
Life.
135 years after Margarete
Steiff created her first soft
felt elephant pincushion
on a whim, the Steiff
Company is as strong,
dynamic, and creative
as ever. Its collectible
products today are truly
representative of the company’s legacy, as well today’s
tastes and preferences. The company’s 135 Year Jubilee
Teddy bear, EAN 034046, designed in honour of this
special anniversary, is a perfect example of that. And its
dynamic and growing children’s and babies lines - another
key area today - fulfill Margarete’s wish of “Only the Best
for Our Children.” If the success of the past 135 years is
any indication, the company has an amazing future to look
forward to!

Above left:
The popular 100th
anniversary Teddy
from 2002.
Above right:
An early representative
of Steiff’s partnership
with famous luxury
brands: Daniel, the
Swarovski bear from
2004.

Steiff’s intricate
replicas, such as PB 55,
remain favourites with
collectors.

Teddy Blum, a
historical Teddy bear
created as an exclusive
for the United States
market.
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One of the loveliest
wood creations is the
rabbit pull toy, the
“Has-Eiwagenkette
1807.3 ex”, seen here in
a new products brochure
of spring 1934.

Steiff wooden toys – 1930 to 1945
A last (for now) look at a little known collection area.

In the 1930’s, the global economic crisis of 1929 also had an effect
on Steiff’s all-important export market. However, despite the
tremendous impact, a large number of new toys were developed
from 1931 onwards, some of which sold in astonishingly large
quantities. By the time the war forced the company to cease
production in 1943, more than 50 new wooden creations had
been developed and added to the range.

Excerpt from a
1932 brochure with
Steiff hoops and a
“Kletterrolle”, a yo-yo.
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Around 1930, the yo-yo had become something of a
national sport in many countries. Although it is actually
a much older toy, thanks to industrial manufacture and
clever marketing in the early 1930’s it became a veritable
mass-produced item. Giengen launched it as the
“Kletterrolle” in 1931. This inexpensive toy in painted
wood was produced in large quantities in a very high
quality, and was available in three sizes until 1933.
A further innovation followed just a year later: the
Steiff hoop, another outdoor toy that encouraged
the player to keep moving. The hoops were made
in three sizes, but they were not – as is sometimes
claimed today – hula hoops, but rather what is
known as rolling hoops (also hoop and stick or

trundling hoop). As the name implies, the idea
was to propel the hoop by striking a dowel or
stick along the top.
Another 1932 innovation was the “Lastzug
3805/04” truck and trailer, available separately
or together. Although brightly painted, the
modern combination sold only in relatively
small quantities until 1934. The “Schnellbahn
8804” train and “Frachtbahn 8805” freight train
also sold in small numbers. They were also only
available until 1934, and today are particularly rare
and highly sought-after wooden toys. By contrast,
the four-coloured duck chain, the “Entkette 808/4”,
consisting of a mother duck with a moving head and
three attached ducklings was a huge hit. The animals
are fitted with eccentric wheels, which gives them the
duck’s typical waddling gait as they move. However,
the connection consisting of a hollow rubber tube often
becomes brittle after decades, and despite having been
manufactured in large quantities, it is
unusual to find a complete family of these ducks today.
Similarly high quantities were achieved by the “Kubusbox
4812”, the box of blocks that was available from 1933. The
set of eight multifunctional wooden cubes contained in a
two-piece hollow box was one of the biggest sales hits in
wooden building toys. They were made until 1943, and sold
individually packed in a cardboard box printed in colour.

Expert info:
The hollow cube is often found on the collector’s market today,
although it is unusual to find one in the original packaging.
Collectors are very keen to find the packaging, since it often
contains pricing information that enables them to establish the
date of the item.
Other very interesting innovations of the same year are the
mouse, “Maus 1805ex” (until 1934) and the rabbit, “Hase
1805ex” or “1808ex”, available in both these sizes until 1937.
These stylised wooden animals also have a moving head
and eccentric wheels to make the movements look natural.
The Steiff designers had a particularly good idea in 1934:
stylised horses and carts that were available in three
versions, each one in three sizes, until 1943. The horses and
various carts were made in large quantities for children to
play with indoors and outside. A special advertising sheet

Above:
Excerpt from the main
catalogue of 1933 with
some of the year’s
innovations.

Left:
A special advertising
brochure of 1934 with
the new horses and
carts.
Note the original form
of the horses, and also
the field kitchen and
artillery that did not go
into series production.

...
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for the new horses and carts even included a field kitchen
and field gun, although they did not go on to series
production. The representation of the horses is particularly
interesting, since they differ greatly in design from the
subsequent versions. It is extremely unusual to find this
original version of the horse today as it was only made for
The colourful such a short period of time.

production of it ceased in the early 1940’s. These early
trains were stamped with a bear’s head on the engine and
sometimes also on the carriages as the sign that they were
by Steiff. It is extremely rare to find the six-piece train
today.

“Bildkubus 9805”
picture cube, an
innovation of 1936. Other small pull-along animals in the form of a jumping

rabbit were seen for the first time; it was available as an
individual animal in two sizes. The rabbit pull along chain,
“Has-Eikette 1807.4ex” was extremely successful, but sadly
was only in the programme for two years. Here too, the
connections were made of hollow rubber tubes, which
makes this fabulous Steiff collector’s item a highly soughtafter rarity (see page 14).

Special wooden toys after 1935 were: the wooden bricks
“Bildkubus 9805” and pyramid blocks “Satzkubus 6812”
(from 1936), “Sanditekt 814/13” sand game, “Multiform
8005”, rabbit “Haswagen 4816” and the cart “Eiwagen
Gespann 2809” (from 1937), 1938: sand cars as a bus, car
or truck, all ready to play or as self-assembly kits; rabbits
“Entwagen 4815” and “Foxwagen 4817” (from 1938).
The last innovations before war stopped production
included the ladybug, the “Bimblocks 8005” bell blocks
and the steerable truck “LKW 4827”.

Above: 1935 saw the arrival of one of the best-known sports vehicles
The Steiff sport’s car: after the wooden scooter: the “Ruderrenner”, also known
the “Ruderrenner”
of 1935. as the “Flying Dutchman”, was a child’s racing car. The

solid, sturdy construction quickly became an extremely
popular vehicle for children and, thanks to the low price,
sold well in large quantities. In a direct comparison, the
racing car cost only a little more than a 43-cm ride-on
bear. Another particular advantage of the racing car was its
flexibility: it was suitable for children aged 4 to 15, and even
adults have been known to put great trust in the quality of
the vehicle and try it out. The only other innovation in 1935
apart from the racing car was the “Bimmelbahn” wooden
train. Available in two versions with three (4205ex) or five
(6205ex) carriages, the train remained on the market until
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It is not possible to list all the innovations of the 1930’s
individually and in detail at this point. An almost complete
list of the manufactured toys is given in Günther Pfeiffer’s
book “Steiff Sortiment 1892-1943”. However, a few toys
are not listed in this standard work, and probably did not
go into series production. In addition to the carts already
listed, they include in particular a number of innovations
of 1938. A brochure entitled “Neues und Schönes von
Steiff” (“New and lovely items by Steiff”) contains three
new wooden toys that did not go into series production:
“Roly Poly Clown 1888”, the “Bauwagen 3807” trailer filled
with building blocks of two different sizes, and the “SandTank 8818” sand toy. Many of the wooden toys made
before 1943 can also be found in the same designs in the
Steiff programme after 1948.

RARITIES

Left:
The “Bimbahn 4205ex”
train with the colourful
original box and the
metal wire connection
that was typical of the
pre-war period, and
the “Entkette 808/4”
duck chain, seen here
with the hemp twine
connection; c. 1941.

Expert info:
Some wooden toys were modified slightly in the crisis-stricken
period after 1940, as certain raw materials were not available
in sufficient quantities. They include the pull-along birds on
metal frames, some of which can be found on wooden frames. The
rubber tubes used for the duck chain were replaced with strong
hemp twine. These later substitutions affected only a fraction of
the originals on the collector’s market and in the Steiff archive.

Today, increasing numbers of collectors are following the
collection area of Steiff wooden toys with tremendous interest. Collectors of Teddy bears and Steiff animals with
many years of experience in particular are becoming more
interested in this area, as it is one where many rarities can
be found. It is very difficult to find most of the wooden
toys manufactured before 1943 on the secondary market
today. More and more collectors are finding that small
wooden toys in particular, along with the lavish original
boxes, beautifully complement the animals and bears of
the same periods, and make interesting additions to their
collections. Perhaps this historical overview will also help
to bring this particular area of the vast selection of Steiff
products closer to one or the other collector‘s heart.

Bottom left:
Excerpt from the
“Neues und Schönes
von Steiff” advertising
brochure of spring
1938 with a – rare –
coloured illustration of
the wooden toys of this
period. Of particular
note is the Roly Poly
Clown 1888, which
did not go into series
production.
Top right:
“Multiform 8013” with
a hand-written price on
the packaging of RM
1.80 dates this piece
around 1938.

The item number
printed on this wooden
truck shows that this is
a ready-to-play model
from the “Autoflex
8810” building box.
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Another artist inspired by Steiff
An interview with U.S. painter Lora Shelley.

The Den of Marbletown - a museum in New York featuring
a collection of vintage Steiff that was introduced to readers
in our last issue - displays the work of artist Lora Shelley.
Lora paints vintage Steiff favourites in a most whimsical
and delightful manner. We spoke briefly with her to learn
more about her work, and the role Steiff has played in her
life over the years.
Steiff:
Please tell us a little about
yourself.

How or where do you find Steiff pieces to add to your collection?
As an artist, what about a particular piece catches your eye?
So far, I’ve been lucky and my Steiff pieces seem to have
found me. But my collection has just started. Moving
forward, I will certainly consult with the Den or other Steiff
friends on future purchases. I really love vintage Steiff
items; the more worn and matted the better. To me, this
is a sign of age and also love. The new Steiff items that are
jointed are so beautifully handcrafted. I really appreciate
that as an artist, and find them most appealing. But when I
select a Steiff to paint, I will go for a vintage one.

Lora:
My name is Lora Shelley,
and I live in Hurley, a small
town in the Hudson Valley
in New York State. I am an
artist by trade, and have
been painting since I was
a child. I am a graduate of
the Rhode Island School
of Design with a degree
in illustration. My work is
in private collections all
across the globe - including
here in the US, as well
as Australia, Africa, and
France. As a matter of fact,
a US Ambassador has some
of my paintings in their
personal collection!

How does Steiff inspire your artwork?

A portrait of the artist.

How did you get interested in Steiff?

Right:
Butch the Cover Dog,
based on the popular As a child I was always obsessed with stuffed animals. The
character from the U.S. first Steiff animals I loved were my Aunt’s Steiff tiger and

dog. They sat on her bed and each time we visited I would
run up to her bedroom to play with them. She has since
passed away but she gave me these treasures before she
died because she knew I loved them. Since then I now have
more, including five puppets courtesy of another Aunt.
Although I am really a beginner Steiff collector, I can see
my obsession growing and I am looking forward to adding
many more button in ear treasures to my hug.
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I have painted portraits of my first two, the tiger and dog,
several times. The little tiger has appeared in several of
my larger works as well. To me, Steiff’s toys symbolize
childhood and the secret private inner world of a child or
adult. They can be anything or anyone you’d like them to
be. Steiff’s toys are very attractive subjects for me. They are
so well designed and as an artist I respect and admire that.

PA S S I O N S

Your artwork is displayed throughout the Den of Marbletown.
How did that come about?
This was a great collaboration for all of us. I first reviewed
photos from the Den to get a general idea of the scope
of the collection. I then met with Nan and Steve to see
the animals in person. I selected ten or so at a time, and
after I painted them, I returned the animals to receive the
next group. It was hard to let them go back, because I felt
like I created a connection with each one as I painted their
portrait. They felt like old familiar friends afterwards.

What is your dream Steiff item to use in a painting?
There are a few things I hope to do in the future. First, I’d
love to do a life-sized painting of the giant studio tiger
at the Den. Second, I think it would be very interesting
to play with scale and make a very large painting of a very
small Steiff. Elevating a very small item, a toy for kids and
making it a thing of great importance. Because isn’t it?
Children learn how to relate to the world around them via
play. And third, I would also like to paint a Steiff hippo
and a frog soon. I feel the need to do that.
Steiff helps us as adults remember and become a kid again.
I think we forget how important it is in everyday life to
play and keep our imagination alive. Steiff encompasses
artistry, handcrafted quality, beautiful design, nostalgia,
and humour... all things of great importance to me. I hope
to capture these qualities in my paintings.

Susi Cat (far left)
and Leo the Lion are
just two of the Steiff
creations that have
sparked Lora Shelley’s
imagination.

What painting or artwork are you working on now?

Has your relationship with the Den of Marbletown opened up
any additional creative opportunities for you and your work?
Absolutely! I run into so many people that have seen my
paintings there and they are brimming with excitement
with our community’s new treasure, The Den! I have also
been working with colleagues at the Den to create Steiff
themed window displays at a local candy shop to bring
attention to The Den. I get to select the Steiff bears and
animals from The Den’s collection. I sew outfits for some
and knit hats and scarves for others. I make felt props and
banners and use candy, generously donated from the shop,
to tell a story. It is a lot of fun for me to create a scene in
3D, especially with such wonderful models to play with.

Two things at the moment.
The first is a pet portrait of
a beloved black Labrador,
for a client. I love to
paint pets, and there is
something so rewarding
for me to be able to capture
a pet’s personality for the
owner. We as humans have
such a special bond with
our animal companions, and, as you know, most Steiff
collectors are “pet parents” as well. The second is a vintage
dog that I borrowed from The Den’s collection. He is a
vintage black and white spaniel. I fell in love with his big
eyes and fluffy paws. He’s a beautiful design. I like to view
my subject from all angles to select the best one before
I begin. I sometimes also choose a backdrop colour, but
luckily my studio is painted the perfect retro mint green
and it seems to work very well with most of the Steiff I have
painted so far.

Thank you so much for sharing your story with us!
For more information on Lora’s work,
please visit www.lorashelley.com.
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Readers’ service
Do you have a question concerning a Steiff item? Find out more here!

Question:
I have found an old model aircraft that belonged to my
grandfather in the attic. I searched the Internet, and found that
it is obviously quite a rare find. Could you possibly tell me more
about the Siroko aeroplane?
M.B., by email

Answer:
You have made a very special find. The Siroko 8110S
model aircraft was only made between 1936 and 1941. The
ready-to-fly model was made in two versions during this
period, one with a wingspan of 75 cm, item 8075S, and
the other with a wingspan of 110 cm, the 8110S, which is
what your model is. A self-assembly kit, item no. 8110B,
was also available between 1936 and 1940. The Siroko
8110S is indeed a rare toy aircraft. Only 685 ready-to-fly
models were made during the year of its launch, and the
production figures declined significantly over successive
years. Other problems, apart from the low quantities, were
the high level of wear due to the weather plus, of course,
damage resulting from gravity, especially if the aeroplane
was used inappropriately. So only a few of them are known
to be on the collector’s market. The originally planned
name “Ikarus” was changed to Siroko directly after the toy

came onto the market. On earlier versions of the original
box, a label with the name “Siroko” was applied over the
“Ikarus”. The number of collectors of historic toy aircraft
is constantly growing, so do take good care of your terrific
find.

Expert info:
The originally chosen name of “Ikarus” was not really the best
choice, since it is generally well known that the attempt at flying
made by Icarus, the son of Daedalus, did not end in success. In fact,
the original name only cropped up once, in an advertisement of
1936, and is today used in the identification of the earliest versions.

Good to know
Approximate quantity of time-limited items 2014:
421310
Steiff Club edition Teddy bear “Chestnut”
421297
Steiff Club Event Teddy bear “Bert”
673818
Museum bear
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1.600 items
1.930 items
850 items

VENUES

Treasures and rarities
Auction house TeddyDorado invites items for upcoming Steiff auctions.

...
Left:
Wool plush ram, 12 and
22 cm high, of 1966/67.
Right:
Wool miniatures from
the 1930’s.

TeddyDorado GmbH is the only auction house in the
world to specialise in very well-preserved “StuffedToys &
TeddyBears” made by Margarete Steiff GmbH.
The highlight of the 2015 auction year will be the Steiff
Special Auction on 4 July 2015 by TeddyDorado at the
Bürgerhaus Schranne in Giengen/Brenz during the 10th
Steiff Summer 2015. Once again, selected treasures and
rarities from various periods in the 135 years of Steiff’s
history will be sold to the highest bidders all over the
world. The online catalogue at TeddyDorado.de contains
details of the years for which TeddyDorado is still accepting
consignments.

You can also consign valuable Steiff items for the next Steiff
auction on 31 October 2015 at the Town Hall (Stadthalle)
Bonn-Bad Godesberg. A range of rare Steiff items from the
1950’s, 1960’s and 1970’s, Steiff replicas and special items in
excellent condition from 1980 and Steiff items from before
1943 will be auctioned off by category. Among the more
than 500 items made by Steiff will also be an extensive
collection of beautifully preserved wool miniatures and
numerous unused vehicles, which can already be seen in

the extremely comprehensive online catalogue at www.
teddydorado.de. As always, the printed auction catalogue
with detailed photos and professional descriptions will
continue to be useful after the day of the auction as an
expert collector’s document.
Admission to the two public room auctions on 4 July in
Giengen/Brenz and on 31 October in Bonn-Bad Godesberg
is free. Printed catalogues with the list of results can be
sent within Germany for € 25 and internationally for € 30.
Back catalogues and lists of results are available at € 20
/ € 25 respectively. Further information is available in the
Internet at www.teddydorado.de.
Auktionshaus TeddyDorado
offers free verbal datings
and appraisals of your
historic Steiff items with the
option of personal delivery
to the auction on Steiff
valuation days in Giengen/
Brenz on 5 July, in Stuttgart
on 25 July, on the evening
before Steiff auctions in
Bonn and by agreement
at the auction house in
Wachtberg near Bonn. You can telephone TeddyDorado
direct at +49 (0) 228 207 6758 during their consultation
hours (10.00-13.00) on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and email
them at any time at info@teddydorado.de.

Left:
Winter idyll in the
Steiff summer: three
skiing bunnies and a
snowman.
Right:
Puss-in-boots pair Lix
& Lixie, both item
No. 313, of 1954–1957.
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Steiff Museum
Reopened following refurbishment.

After a 7-week refurbishment, the Steiff Museum opened its doors again on 1 March 2015.
Various changes, large and small, throughout the museum have ensured that the “Steiff
lover’s Mecca” will shine again in time for its 10th birthday! The event will be celebrated
during the Steiff Summer from 3-5 July 2015. Start looking forward to lots of birthday
highlights now!
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Travelling on the EUROPA
Millionth visitors to the museum tell us about their cruise.

Last year, the Steiff Museum welcomed its one millionth
visitor. A family from Landshut, Bavaria, had the rare
privilege to win a cruise on the Europa (see our report
on page 22 of the August 2014 issue). We wanted to give
readers of the Club magazine the opportunity to read the
Schebesta family’s report.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
This trip will remain in our memories for ever as a very
special experience. It had always been one of our greatest
wishes to go on a cruise, although we never imagined we
would be able to do so this soon, and in such a unique
setting. There were so many special moments on the trip,
starting with boarding and settling into our outside cabin,
where we stood on the balcony and, as appropriate to the
occasion, waved goodbye to Kiel. The ambience and the
offer on the ship were excellent, and because she was so
spacious and roomy we were never really aware of the large
number of passengers. The crew always did everything
to ensure that we felt relaxed and at home. The birthday
dinner in the award-winning restaurant ended stylishly
with an acknowledgment by the Captain and crew. The
visits to Wismar and Copenhagen were both extremely
interesting. In Wismar we decided to go on a guided tour
of the city, and in Copenhagen we took off by ourselves.
One of the highlights was seeing “The Little Mermaid”.
We all learn Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy-tale as
children, and none of us ever forget it or her. But being
able to stand in front of “her”, and see in the background

the cruise ship that you are travelling on — well, that really
is almost overwhelming!
Another unforgettable experience was the themed evening
with singer Udo Jürgens. I must admit that my husband
and I wouldn’t necessarily have gone to a concert by
this great entertainer, but this cruise also enabled us to
experience this cultural event.
The days we spent at sea were all about relaxing and the
delights of doing nothing. Cruising along a canal and
seeing land to the right and left again was rather strange
and most impressive, as it allowed us to see more than
“just” water.
Another very special “goosebumps” moment was our
arrival in Hamburg, with the blue-illuminated harbour of
the “cruise days”. Watching the fireworks from the deck of
this wonderful ship and seeing the cheering crowds on the
piers was an enchanting and breathtaking moment of sheer
happiness.
Thank you again for this wonderful trip – it really was a
priceless gift!


P. und D. Schebesta, Landshut
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Welcome to the Casino Royal
Steiff‘s spring innovations also define the motto of the Club events.

Left:
Berelijn, Dordrecht,
Netherlands.
The participants
attentively followed
the presentation by
Ralf Fahrig, Area Sales
Manager Europe (back
right) and Berelijn
manager Nelleke v.d.
Berg (back left).
Bottom left:
Puppenstube Vienna.
Several of the Both in Germany and abroad, several Club events took
innovations were place between February and April under the motto of
eagerly awaited ... “Casino Royal”.
Wolfgang Breuss,
Kauffert sales
representative (left),
Elfriede Thoma, owner
of Elfi’s Puppenstube
(centre) and Club
member Ruth Kraft.
Right, top to bottom:
Club event Puppenstube
Vienna. Visitors of
all ages found their
personal favourites
here.
The “Casino Royal”
team at the Kaufhof
am Marienplatz in
Munich.
The event included
a wide range of
specialities ...

In the Netherlands and Austria alone, the Steiff Club
retailers Berelijn, Steiff in Vienna / Kober and Elfi‘s
Puppenstube welcomed around 200 Steiff fans to their
stores. A range of culinary delights were served in a
pleasant and charmingly decorated atmosphere at these
events to ensure the occasions were enjoyed by all those
who attended them.
The photos on these pages offer a small impression. Our
warmest thanks to all our dedicated Club retailers and the
participants!
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Steiff – a walk through the wild woods
A special exhibition at Schloss Neuenbürg until 13 September 2015.

Other dates

10 to 17 May 2015
International Doll Festival
Neustadt (Coburg)
Further information:
www.puppenfestival-neustadt.de

Photo: Günter Beck

history of the castle, the town and this area
of the northern Black Forest.

Photo: Janusch Tschech

Schloss Neuenbürg near the town of
Pforzheim is one of the most important
historical monuments in south-west
Germany. The estate includes the multiwing castle, which dates back to the 16thcentury, the castle gardens, the 14th-century
“Back castle”, and the 13th-century former
chapel of St. George with its original
murals.

Steiff animals will be seen in Schloss
Neuenbürg until 13 September. Visitors will
find around 150 square metres of a forest
landscape representing the various animals’
habitats. Winding paths flanked on both
sides by life-sized Steiff studio animals lead
the visitor through the exhibition. There
are also countless private items on loan of
smaller Steiff animals such as hedgehogs,
squirrels, foxes and rabbits to provide
company for the red deer and wild boar. The
exhibition promises to be an exciting event
for Steiff lovers of all ages!

Opening times:
An exclusive cultural offer of concerts, Tues. – Sat.: 13.00 – 18.00,
changing exhibitions and other events takes Sun., public holidays: 10.00 – 18.00
place at and around Schloss Neuenbürg
all year round. There are also numerous Tickets:
interesting places to visit in the surrounding Adults € 3, children € 2, family ticket € 9
Club members will receive a discount of € 1
area.
on a single ticket on presentation of a valid
The museum at Schloss Neuenbürg is a membership card.
branch of the Badisches Landesmuseum
Karlsruhe, which opened with a unique Contact:
exhibition idea in 2001. There is a Schloss Neuenbürg
permanent walk-in exhibition of the fairy- Hintere Schlosssteige / Schloss 1
tale “Das Kalte Herz” (“The Cold Heart”) 75305 Neuenbürg
by Wilhelm Hauff, the only one of its Tel.: +49 (0) 7082 792860
kind in Germany. There are also various Email: info@schloss-neuenbuerg.de
original exhibits such as the “Neuenbürger
Asylstein” (asylum stone) of 1593, interactive
exhibits and a film station that tell the

28 May 2015
Steiff on QVC
13 and 14 June 2015
International Sea Bear Festival
Lindau (Lake Constance), Germany
Teddy bears, dolls, dolls‘ houses &
miniatures
Further information:
www.seebaeren-festival.de/
info@seebaeren-festival.de
3 to 5 July 2015
Steiff Summer 2015
on the premises of Margarete Steiff
GmbH in Giengen an der Brenz.
Special auction on Saturday
4 July at the Schranne (organiser
TeddyDorado GmbH) and
Steiff Appraisal Day on
Sunday 5 July, 12.00 - 15.00
Club Events
FRANCE
12 June 2015
Jadis et Gourmande,
Colmar,
Tel.: +33 (0)389.417376
GERMANY
25 July 2015
Galeria Kaufhof,
Königstrasse 6, 70173 Stuttgart,
with Steiff appraisals;
contact:
Ms Benzner & Ms May,
Tel.: +49 (0)711/2036169
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Hungry for knowledge
Student gets a surprise for a job well done.

“Ok class, it is time to start thinking about this year’s science fair competition,” said Mr.
Thomas, Ralf’s fifth grade science teacher. “Each student needs to come up with a topic that
they will study and present in a month. Please go home tonight and think about what you
want to study for the fair, and let me know tomorrow.”
Ralf was very excited with this assignment, but not at all sure what he wanted as his topic.
When the end-of-day bell rang, he hurried home from school, and decided he would
discuss this with his parents over dinner. Finally, when everyone was sitting around the
table, Ralf said, “I need to come up with a topic to study and present for this year’s science
fair. Can you help me with any ideas?” His father said, “Have you thought about robots, or
chemistry, or perhaps even plants? Those things may be fun to study.” Then Ralf said, “Yes,
all of those things are interesting. But I want to study something that no one in my class has
researched or even thought about before. Something odd, or out of the ordinary. Maybe a
very unusual animal, or something like that.” At that very moment, Ralf glanced down and
saw a tiny black ant walking across the kitchen floor. His eyes lit up and he said, “how about
ants?” His father looked at him across the table and said, “Here’s one better. How about
anteaters?” Ralf said, “Yes! That’s it! I will learn everything there is to know about anteaters
for the science fair. I am certain no one else will have even thought of them as a topic!”
The next day, Ralf presented his anteater idea to Mr. Thomas, who was delighted with the
subject. And, with a twinkle in his eye he said, “Ralf, no one has ever studied them as part
of the science fair!”
Ralf immediately started working on his anteater research project. He went online to
research all the different types of anteaters. He went to the library, and read many books
that talked about this unusual animal that is most closely related to sloths and armadillos.
He took careful notes on all of his findings. But one thing was missing in his research.
He really wanted to see one in person! So he asked his father if they could go to
the local zoo over the weekend to check out a real live anteater. And his
father said yes!
It seemed like forever, but Saturday finally came, and Ralf and
his Dad headed to the zoo. It was a lovely spring day, and
many families were out enjoying a day at the animal park.
Ralf and his Dad looked for an anteater on display. After
walking the entire zoo, they finally asked a park ranger
for help in finding the anteater. The ranger said, “Oh,
I am sorry, our anteater is ill and in the infirmary.
He is not visiting with zoo guests today.” Ralf
could hardly hide his disappointment, and wiped
a few tears from his cheeks. But this would not
get in the way of preparing the best anteater
presentation ever for his school’s science fair.
Ralf continued his research and preparation,
as the fair was now just a few days away.
He made a poster that showed pictures of
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different anteaters, and where they lived, and what they ate. He practised his presentation,
and made sure that he knew everything possible about anteaters. He was a little nervous at
the thought of talking in front of a group, but excited at the same time to share his passion
about this most unusual animal.
Finally, the day of the fair arrived. Students and teachers filled the room and were looking
at all the interesting posters, exhibits, and demonstrations. When it was Ralf’s time to
present his findings, he put all his fears aside and enthusiastically shared all of his anteater
research with the attendees. After he finished, he got a large round of applause from
everyone watching the presentation, and he was quite pleased with how well he did.
After all the students presented their findings, Mr. Thomas went to the front of the room.
He announced, “This has been the most interesting science fair that I have ever managed,
so thank you to all the students who worked so hard on their presentations today. I am
happy to announce that Ralf’s presentation on anteaters has won first prize today, as he
has done such a great job researching and presenting on this most unusual topic.” Ralf
could not believe his ears, and raced to the podium to collect his blue ribbon. Once he got
there, Mr. Thomas said, “Ok Ralf, tell us one more thing about anteaters that we will never
forget!” And Ralf shook Mr. Thomas’ hand, collected his blue ribbon, and announced,
“I bet you didn’t know that the artist Salvador Dalí used to own an anteater and walk it
in the streets of Paris!” And everyone again broke into applause - and smiles - with this
unforgettable fact about anteaters.
Ralf could not wait to share the news of his first place victory in his school’s science fair
with his parents. He raced home and unlocked the door. He called for his
Mom and Dad, but no one answered. He then went into the kitchen,
looking for a snack. There, on the kitchen table, was a delightful
plush Steiff Andy anteater, and a note that read, “You are our
STAR! Love, Mom and Dad.” Ralf could not believe his
eyes - his very own anteater! Then, Ralf’s Mom and
Dad, who were hiding in the dining room, ran to the
kitchen and shouted “Surprise! We are so proud of
you!” Ralf then showed his parents his first place
ribbon. And his father said, “How perfect! A
blue ribbon buddy for a blue ribbon effort!
I am certain you and Andy anteater will
absolutely be friends for life!”
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Margarete Steiff GmbH, Richard-Steiff-Straße 4, 89537 Giengen an der Brenz

914393

www.steiff.com

Texas
Beacon’s Glow Collectibles
217 Settlers Valley Dr
Pflugerville, TX 78660
512 990-9881
www.beaconsglow.com
		
Big Blue Whale Toys
237 W 19th Street
Houston, TX 77008
281 685-3044
www.bigbluewhaletoys.com
		
Terra Toys
2438 West Anderson
Austin, TX 78757
512 445-4489
www.terratoys.com
Virginia
		
Bears Everywhere
21161 Lahore Rd
Orange, VA 22960
540 854-0808
www.bearseverywhere.com
		
Carytown Dolls & Bears
3457 West Cary St
Richmond, VA 23221
804 204-1545
www.carytowndollsandbears.com

Vermont
		
Magic Sleigh of Manchester
4960 AB Parkway Dr
Manchester Center, VT 05255		
802 362-2197				
The Hugging Bear Inn & Shoppe
244 Main St.
Chester, VT 05143
802 875-2412
www.huggingbear.com
Washington
		
Bears ‘N Friends
509 S. First Street
LaConner, WA 98257		
360 466-3528
888 709-5399
www.bearsnfriends.com
		
Wisconsin
		
Gepetto’s Workshop
1121 Main St
Stevens Point, WI 54481
715 341-8640
www.gepettosworkshop.com

Authorized

Store Locator

The Rocking Horse Gallery
803 Caroline Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401		
540 371-1894				
The Toy Shoppe
11632 Busy St
Richmond, VA 23236		
804 379-2138
800 447-7995
www.thetoyshoppe.com

Information only:
The Steiff Club
24 Albion Road Suite 220
Lincoln, RI 02865
401 312-0080 ext. 221
steiffclub@steiffusa.com
www.steiffusa.com/the-steiff-club/
Steiff North America, Inc.
24 Albion Road Suite 220
Lincoln, RI 02865
(Tel) 888 978-3433
(Fax) 401 475-2147
www.steiffusa.com

Canada
British Columbia
Atkinsons Fine Imports
1501 West 6th Ave @ Granville
Vancouver, BC V6J 1R1
604 736-3378
800 803-0233
www.atkinsonsofvancouver.com
Quebec
La Pendulerie CA
2080 Crescent
Montreal, QC H3G 2B8
514 499-0626
www.lapendulerie.com
United States
Alabama
				
The Hen Nest
1005 County Rd. 112
Columbia, AL 36319
334 696-3480
www.hennest.com		
Arizona
Mostly Bears
1910 E. 14th Street
Tucson, AZ 85719
520 322-0208
www.mostlybears.us
California		
		
Ambassador Toys
186 West Portal Ave
San Francisco , CA 94127
415 759-8697
www.ambassadortoys.com
		
Bear Attack - Bearly A Memory
2490 Arnold Industrial Way Ste K
Concord, CA 94520
925 922-0592
800 559-4585
www.bearattack.com
www.bearlyamemory.com

C & M Jewelry & Dolls
2410 W. Whittier Blvd
La Habra, CA 90631
562 694-8222
www.cmjewelrylahabra.com
		
DM Zagnoev & Co
11390 Ventura Blvd #1
Studio City, CA 91604		
323 868-9658
			
Dollsville Dolls & Bearsville Bears
296 North Palm Canyon Dr
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760 325-2241
www.dollsville.com
		
Only One, Inc.
1820 West Carson St Ste 203
Torrance, CA 90501
310 328-9750
				
Susan’s Store Room
239 San Anselmo Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960
415 456-1333
www.susansstoreroom.com
		
Talbots Toyland
445 South B St
San Mateo, CA 94401
650 342-0126
www.talbotstoyland.com
		
The Huntington Library
1151 Oxford Road
San Marino, CA 91108
626 405-2132
www.thehuntingtonstore.org
The Wee Loft
3331 E Coast Hwy
Corona del Mar, CA 92625		
949 489-9202
949 673-1646
www.theweeloft.com
		

Florida
A Pink Princess
1120 S. Federal Hwy
Boynton Beach, FL 33435		
561 733-3123
877 771-7465
www.apinkprincess.com
		
Judy’s Dolls
280 W. Warren Ave
Longwood, FL 32750
407 332-7928
www.judysdolls.com
		
Sunny Bears USA, Inc
1305 NE 23rd Ave #3
Pompano Beach, FL 33062		
954 942-8002
866 698-2327
www.sunny-bears.com
		
Illinois
Shirley’s Dollhouse
971 N Milwaukee Ave
Wheeling, IL 60090
847 537-1632
800 383-7283
Kentucky
		
The Treasured Child
115 E Main St
La Grange, KY 40031
502 225-9646
www.thetreasuredchild.com
Louisiana
		
Carolynn’s Wonderland
1944 1st Street
Slidell, LA 70458
985 646-2728
www.carolynnswonderland.com
Toy Fair
4801 Line Ave
#7 Pierremont Mall
Shreveport, LA 71106
318 865-3558
www.toyfairstore.com

Maine
		
Treehouse Toys, LTD
64 Market St
Portland, ME 04101
207 775-6133
www.treehousetoys.us
		
Massachusetts
La Petite Maison
142 North St
Hingham, MA 02043
781 741-8393
www.lapetitemaison.us
Michigan
		
The Doll Hospital/Toy Soldier
3947 W. Twelve Mile Rd
Berkley, MI 48072
248 543-3115
www.dollhospital.com
Minnesota
		
German Specialty Imports
19580 Bernard Ave
Prior Lake, MN 55372
952 226-2563
www.germanspecialtyimport.com
Missouri
Toys in the Attic Too
7375 SouthEast Hwy 54
Collins , MO 64738
417 766-7220
www.toysintheattictoo.com
New Hampshire
		
Treehouse Toys, LTD
143 Market St
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603 433-8697
www.treehousetoys.us

New Jersey
		
Teddies of Mount Holly
44 White St
Mt. Holly, NJ 08060
609 702-9386
www.teddiesofmtholly.com
		
The Magic Shop
60 Old Turnpike Rd
Oldwick, NJ 08858
908 439-2330
www.magicshopoldwick.com
New York
		
Stevensons
69 Jobs Lane
Southampton, NY 11968
631-283-2111
www.stevensonstoys.com
		
The Den of Marbletown
1 Basten Lane
Kingston, NY 12401
845 687-6441
www.thedenofmarbletown.com
Ohio
		
Cairns’ Collectibles
31 East Main Street
Tipp City, OH 45371
937 667-7622
www.cairnstoys.com
		
Keillor’s - A Teddy Bear Shoppe
117 N. Canal St
Canal Fulton, OH 44614		
330 854-0481
www.keillorsteddybears.com			
Main Street Bears
225 Main Street North
Navarre, OH 44662
330 879-9655
				
Once Upon a Time Toys
19285 Detroit Rd
Rocky River, OH 44116
440 333-2327
www.onceuponatimetoys.com

Oregon
Christmas at the Zoo
524 Main St
Oregon City, OR 97045		
503 223-4048
800 223-5886
www.christmasatthezoo.com
Pennsylvania
		
Lady Washington’s Bears
225 West Pike St
Canonsburg, PA 15317		
724 745-2135
www.ladywashingtonsbears.1wp.com
Lady Washington’s Bears
110 W. McMurray Rd
McMurray, PA 15317
724 942-2314
www.ladywashingtonsbears.1wp.com
				
Pat ‘N Lou’s Curiosity Shop
1175 N West End Blvd
Quakertown, PA 18951		
215 536-8248
www.patnlous.com
		
Ruthie’s Tee Company
2687 Old Philadelphia Pike
Bird In Hand, PA 17505
717 392-4848
www.ruthiesteeco.com
		
SW Randall Toys and Gifts
630 Smithfield Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412 562-9252
www.swrandalltoys.com
		
The Animal Kingdom
103 South Allen St
State College, PA 16801
814 237-2402
www.theanimalkingdom.com
Wolfe Den Garden Shop
320 Wolfe Nursery Rd
Greensburg, PA 15601
724 837-9276
www.wolfenurserypa.com		
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